To support a digitally-connected retail space,
IT professionals trust the

certainty
of EcoStruxure Data Center Solutions from
Schneider Electric

#CertaintyInAConnectedWorld
apc.com/edge
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In order for retailers to succeed in today’s rapidly evolving
marketplace, the ability to “go digital” emerges as a
critical success factor. As industry digitization continues
to expand, retailers can leverage the following technology
tools to drive stronger business growth:
•
•
•
•
•

Big data analytics
Artificial intelligence
Augmented reality
Expanded mobile payment platforms
RFID

Efforts to accelerate technology deployments, and
manage distributed technology in a cost-effective manner
will only succeed if retail environments are rendered
manageable, secure and simple to deploy. APC by
Schneider Electric understands these challenges, and is
committed to help build and implement a
digitally-connected retail ecosystem through a broad
portfolio of connected infrastructure solutions.

Retailers are Undergoing a Radical Transformation
“Digital interactions influence 56 cents of
every dollar spent in retail stores.”
– Deloitte

The demand to “go digital” is here. Retailers are working hard to accommodate new
consumer expectations for simple buying interfaces both online and in stores while
providing additional layers of personal service.

Retail organizations are driving customer experience and differentiation through digitization – in the backroom, in the warehouse
and in the storefront. This will require computing power in areas not typically built for IT.
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Addressing Retail Transformation IT Deployment Challenges
Hybrid IT in retail demands a flexible approach with compute and storage. APC by Schneider Electric understands the challenges
that come with the digitally-connected retail ecosystem and offer a broad variety of digitally-connected infrastructure solutions.

82% of customers will not buy from
brands which cannot provide data
safety.

Ever since manufacturing moved to
Asia in the 1980’s, the retail supply
chain has taken months to deliver a
new product from initial concept to
inventory in the stores.

ConnectPOS
Forbes

52% of midsize retail companies
can only tolerate less than 1 hour of
downtime for their most mission-critical
data and applications.
Retail Customer Experience and Cradlepoint

Physical security

Rapid deployment

Remote management and services

Proactive retailers invest in protecting their
customer data and achieving PCI compliance.
Physical security of storefront IT systems
contributes to the goal of achieving data
protection by minimizing both human tampering
and cybersecurity threats.

Time to market is a critical competitive
advantage. Rapid technology rollouts drive
lower costs, enhance the consumer experience,
and are enabled by standardized systems
that ensure fast delivery and improved system
support quality.

Software that enables remote monitoring
addresses the challenge of a lack of on-site IT
expertise. This remote management approach is
effective at reducing instances of unanticipated
downtime.
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End-to-End IT Solutions to Ensure Uptime and Resiliency in Retail Environments
Purchasable either as individual products or as fully-integrated high value solutions, these best-in-class physical infrastructure
components are durable, secure, easy to deploy and flexible enough to support a wide range of retail IT environments.

Security

EcoStruxure IT Software &
Services
Provide wherever-you-go
monitoring and visibility
across your distributed IT
infrastructure through a
vendor-neutral,
cloud-based platform –
anytime, anywhere, any
device.

Micro Data Centers

Power

Row Data Centers

Cooling

Enclosures

Modular All-in-One Data Centers

Lifecycle Management
Services
Global network of service
professionals supporting
your management needs
– from reactive break/fix
to proactive maintenance
packages.

EcoStruxure Data Center Solutions

Certainty in a Connected World
Solutions can be delivered either as traditional design/build pieces or as prefabricated, scalable and self-enclosed all-in-one power, cooling and IT modules.

APC by Schneider Electric ensures CERTAINTY in Design, Deployment, and Management of your IT infrastructure.
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Seamlessly Manage your IT Infrastructure with IT Software & Services
Built for edge, EcoStruxure IT Software & Services simplify IT infrastructure management by delivering secure, remote visibility and
proactive recommendations on critical assets to maintain performance and availability of your IT environment.

EcoStruxure IT Expert

Vendor-neutral, cloud-based
monitoring software. Manage
alarms, maintain uptime,
and check the status of your
physical structure equipment
whether on-site or remote.

EcoStruxure IT Advisor

Vendor-neutral plannning
and modeling software. Get
an instant overview of your
data center operations from
a global to local view down
to single assets.

EcoStruxure Asset Advisor

Expert remote monitoring
service. Subscribe to the
EcoStruxure Asset Advisor
service for 24/7 remote
monitoring of your critical
equipment.

Deployment is your choice and service plans are scalable to meet your unique needs – you can monitor and manage your own
environment, enable your preferred partner to manage it for you, or enlist Schneider Electric’s expert service bureau to monitor and
troubleshoot on your behalf.
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EcoStruxure IT Software & Services Retail Success Story Example for Achieving Distributed
Digital Goals
Improve store
stability by:

Decrease average active UPS
faults from:

82%

70 10
to

Reallocate additional time for
direct sales:

3,600

work
hours

Standardize field device
security and management:

2,300

devices

EcoStruxure IT Software & Services enable you to deliver an optimal, on-site customer experience and keep the lights on across your stores, warehouses and data
centers, regardless of their proximity to each other or on-site IT staff availability.

Retail Stores

Warehouses

Data Centers
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Brick & Mortar
Overcoming Obstacles to Adapting and
Modernizing Brick & Mortar Storefronts
Modern storefronts that provide a “frictionless” consumer
shopping experience include virtual/augmented reality
applications, multiple new payment options, self-checkout,
chatbots for support, digital signage, and the concept of buy
online and pick-up in store (BOPIS). In an omnichannel world,
shoppers will require such storefront technology-driven
differentiation to entice them to visit and buy. Retailers
understand that new approaches will help to both cut costs
and to drive higher revenues. However, most retailers are
hesitant to aggressively pursue such goals in the face of both
perceived technical glitches and deployment complexities.
Additional concerns include:
• A lack of IT staff in most brick & mortar store locations
• Threats to Payment Card Industry (PCI) data security
compliance
• Limited space available for deployment of IT assets
• Harsh physical environments that could impact systems
uptime
Fortunately, recent breakthroughs in technology reduce
deployment risks through new, more secure storefront IT
systems.
“98% of retailers surveyed indicated they would roll out new
applications if it was easier to do so.”
Zynstra retail store IT Insight Report
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Brick & Mortar: Technology Considerations to Ensure Digitization Success
Design

Deploy

Manage

Solutions with designs based on standardized
pre-configured components generate multiple benefits:

Delivery of pre-configured, pre-assembled solutions
reduces deployment risks in several ways:

Remote monitoring is ideal for managing storefront IT
operations for several reasons:

• Faster delivery & lower cost – Standardized
components require less integration expertise.

• No need for on-site expertise – Our factory engineers
supervise proper system integration.

• Less human error – Remote management allows for
fewer instances of human-induced downtime.

• Easier maintenance – Easier and faster to fix, thereby
reducing downtime costs.

• Less business disruption – No need to unpack dozens
of boxes in constrained spaces while employees
struggle to assemble pieces.

• Predictive maintenance – Analytics identify future
service needs across a broad scale of remote sites.

EcoStruxure Micro
Data Centers
provide all the reliability,
resiliency, and
security of a traditional
whitespace and place
it in a single enclosure
solution that can be
distributed in different
retail environments

C - Series

S - Series

Single rack-based solutions
for commercial spaces and
back offices

Smart-UPS Li-Ion
Battery

Netbotz

Wallmount
Enclosures

Distributed power
protection in case of
outages

Remote control camera
surveillance

Safety and cable
management

Latest lithium-ion technology
provides 53% lower TCO with
a 10-year service life

Remotely monitors human
activity near racks housing IT
equipment

Securely houses
sensitive electronic
components

EcoStruxure IT Software & Services

EcoStruxure IT Software & Services enable the monitoring and
management of all IT equipment at the edge, regardless of the vendor,
so you keep the lights on in all of your stores and optimize the on-site
customer experience at all times.
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Warehouse & Distribution Centers
Leveraging Smart Warehouses &
Distribution Centers to Build Efficiencies
In today’s retail environment where consumers drive a growing
demand for rapid home delivery and unique, personalized
service, retail fulfillment needs to be flexible in a number of
ways:
• Accommodate an omnichannel world, providing consumers
with purchasing flexibility
• Operate faster in order to shrink delivery times
• Execute with higher efficiency, utilizing fewer human
resources
New technologies such as intelligent robots, artificial
intelligence, augmented reality for vision picking, drones for
inventory cycle counting, technology-based material handling
and warehouse execution systems all contribute to the
realization of time-to-market goals.
These new technologies are the core of an Internet of Things
(IoT) ecosystem that allows for smart logistics that reduce
inventory costs. The IT systems that act as the brains of
the operation need to be protected from unwanted human
intervention, adverse environmental conditions, and power
anomalies that threaten system uptime.
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Warehouse & Distribution Centers: Technology Considerations to Ensure Digitization Success
Design

Deploy

Manage

IT system designs can accommodate unique warehouse
and distribution center physical environments in the
following ways:

When faced with aggressive time-to-market goals,
pre-configured, pre-packaged micro data centers can
save time on multiple levels:

Downtime of warehouse and distribution systems, and its
negative impact on retail sales can be avoided in several
ways:

• Embedded power protection – With many moving
parts, unanticipated power outages are always a threat
to uptime.

• Fast delivery and installation – Integrated parts and
pieces means that connectivity is pre-configured while
software enables system push button self-start.

• Data analytics – Trending software can identify system
anomalies early on and AI tools can help systems to
identify from experience which alarms are critical.

• Ruggedized system components – Protection from
dust, high temperatures, machinery vibration, water
dripping/splashing, and other contaminants is required.

• Expert support – Remote experts monitor system
behaviors, minimizing downtime through analytics.

• Responsible security – Secure enclosures safeguard IT,
networking and IDF equipment from unwanted access
and also help reduce instances of human error.

Micro Data Center R-Series
Single rack-based
solutions for ruggedized
industrial environments

Example Applications:
Factory floor, outdoor, or the warehouse

Cooling InRow SC

Modular Data Center
Prefabricated and pretested
solutions that can be delivered
as functional building blocks
of power, IT, or all-in-one data
centers

Example Applications:
For deployments subject to harsh conditions
outside the warehouse

Precision air cooling system
removes IT equipment-generated
heat inside of the rack

Example Applications:
Self-Contained Cooling System

EcoStruxure IT Software & Services

EcoStruxure IT Software & Services provide the visibility and insights
needed to keep the warehouses and distribution centers running and
prevent any potential risks of downtime.
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Corporate Data Centers
Linking Corporate Offices, Networks
and Data Centers to Drive Competitive
Advantage
Corporate data centers serve as the heart of the connected
retail enterprise. They process the transactions and orders that
come in every day from storefronts, websites, warehouses,
and regional and corporate headquarter offices.
Data centers have to be nimble enough to accommodate
fast-changing consumer trends. A flexible data center should
incorporate the following design best practices:
• Scalability – Data center power and cooling must scale
easily to handle data-driven storage and processor
expansion.
• Reliability – Standardized components with globally available
spare parts will help limit instances of unanticipated
downtime.
• Availability – Redundant architectures help keep the
business open should unexpected disruptions to systems
occur.
Data centers also enable omnichannel buying and house the
big data that tracks online and in-store trends and behaviors,
driving the ultimate customer experience. The customer’s data
must also be protected through a technology ecosystem that
ensures a cybersecure and physically secure environment.
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Corporate Data Centers: Technology Considerations to Ensure Digitization Success
Design

Deploy

Manage

Robust, reliable data centers require designs that assure
systems availability in the following ways:

Today, data centers can be built quickly and reliably.
Several approaches enable this goal:

Data center management systems help achieve maximum
ROI in multiple ways:

• Modular, scalable infrastructure – CapEx is minimized
by purchasing only the capacity needed while assuring
a future growth path.

• Reference designs – This library of pre-tested data
center designs offers multiple size, voltage, density,
and redundancy combinations.

• Reduced maintenance costs – New predictive
maintenance tools remotely monitor system
components and analyze data to optimize frequency
and timing of repairs.

• Redundant architecture – Systems keep running
despite unexpected outages of core system
components.

• Pre-fab data center – Assembled in the factory, these
can be built in as little as 8 to 10 weeks.

A solution that
encompasses
racks, power,
cooling, and
management
systems

Row Data Center S-Series

UPS – Galaxy
The latest in high-efficiency
centralized UPS technology

Example Applications:
Server rooms or small
data centers

99% efficiency with
transfer time less than
a millisecond

• Enhanced security – Defense in depth techniques allow
for secure yet affordable risk mitigation investments.

Racks – NetShelter
High quality IT enclosures provide
security and cable management

Over 1,000,000 sold
to date

Cooling – Uniflair
CRAC units designed to maximize
chiller / economizer efficiencies

Use of economizers
results in 20% energy
savings

EcoStruxure IT Software & Services

EcoStruxure IT Software & Services ensure that your data center’s
physical infrastructure can adapt quickly to support future demands
driven by IoT and growth – in the cloud and at the edge – while ensuring
the availability and operational excellence of the data center.
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APC by Schneider Electric Solutions: A Customizable and Agile Approach to Hybrid IT
Options for deployment include configure-to-order, pre-assembled, or converged turn-key solutions, with the capabilities to
provide basic to advanced security needs. EcoStruxure IT Software & Services provide the flexibility for you to control how you
monitor and manage.

Brick & Mortar & Commercial Spaces

Warehouse & Distribution Centers

Corporate Data Centers

Micro Data Centers

Row Data Centers

Modular All-in-One
Data Centers

Whether your deployment is for the storefront, the warehouse, or the data center – solutions from APC by Schneider Electric have
the ability to support any type of retail environment. That’s Certainty in a Connected World.
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Achieving End-to-End Retail Digital Transformation
Schneider Electric’s Portfolio of Life Cycle Solutions
Building Management
EcoStruxure for retail provides an integrated,
IoT-based platform that delivers best-in-class
refrigeration, environmental, energy, security,
and IT control across your assets, ensuring
business continuity, loss prevention, equipment
reliability, energy and operational efficiency,
and a connected, engaging shopping
experience.

Our IoT-based building management
software integrates refrigeration, HVAC,
power, energy, and security applications
for monitoring, analysis and control in
individual stores or across your entire
portfolio of buildings.

Microgrid

Traffic
Intelligence

Security

Building Multi-site Operations

Carrefour, Egypt
EcoStruxure™ for Retail
implemented in 16 weeks across
19 supermarkets • Energy savings
of 7% • Anticipated 100% ROI in
under 2 years • 21 more stores
planned

Refrigeration
Control

EV Charging

Energy & Sustainability
Management

Emergency
Lighting

Lidl, Finland
EcoStruxure™ for Retail
implemented in new logistics
center • 100% renewable energy
• CO2 emissions cut by 40% •
Energy use down 50% compared
to two existing operational centers

Real-time, cloud-based collaborative
technology and automated alarming
connects you instantly to building systems
and equipment via smart phone or tablet,
making operations more reliable, efficient,
and cost-effective.

Lighting
Control

HVAC Control
Power
Distribution

Leverage our expert services and
cloud-based software to aggregate,
analyze and strategize around reliable,
validated information across your
enterprise, including electricity, water,
gas, and steam usage, waste production,
carbon emissions, facility performance,
and efficiency projects.
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